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Details of Visit:

Author: randy5360
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 8 Jun 2014 12:00
Duration of Visit: 20 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07943163806

The Premises:

Relatively easy to find on the fringes of Bracknell town centre, at the end of a cul-de-sac. End of
terrace house shared with another person of unknown identity.

The Lady:

Woman in her 20's dressed in a Basque. She has been over here for a couple of weeks and
originates from Budapest, Hungary. Has tattoos on her legs, slimmish build with nice boobs. 

The Story:

Never to be repeated, I arrived on time and handed over the fee of £100. She temporarily left the
room and returned dressed in a black basque. Expecting to receive a GFE, this was anything but. I
moved forward to kiss her expecting a full on snog, all I got was thick sticky lipstick and a
perfunctory peck. I got fully undressed and we finally moved to the bed, where she massaged my
back. No contact with the bits that matter and felt like a piece of meat on a morticians slab. Only it
was her presence and personality that was dead. Told to turn over when she proceeded to start
OWO and when ready climb on top. In the spirit of this instantly forgettable experience I lost my
erection. I asked her to finish this debacle with her mouth. To be told CIM was extra. That was the
final straw. After 20 minutes of what was supposed to be a 1 hour appointment I got dressed and
left. Her profile which is on Adultwork, tells a totally different story, it is a total work of fiction. Not
even remotely true to what you get, or more to the point what you don't get when you arrive. I
wouldn't use her again if you paid me!! It is the worst punt I can ever remember. Avoid this woman
like the plague unless you like wasting money and enjoy a totally crap experience.
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